624  AN   INTRODUCTION  TO  CHILI)  STUDY
from a high-school junior probably is typical of the attitude
of many adolescents:
Where do I go from here? What docs tlw future hold in storo for
me? I am now at what has been called thr threshold of life, and
opportunity is calling from every way. 'I'ho compulsory twelve years
ot staying in school have passed. 1 can stop hero and do what or go
on with education and lw what? Who can help me answer these
things? Which way shall I turn?
I would further my education by going to a state college or uni-
versity. This would lead to perhaps being a teacher, This vocation
somewhat appeals to me perhaps because my father, mother, and
four sisters before me have become teachers. Hut yet there is a cer-
tain monotony about this life that can only be rcah'/ed by dose
contact with it. Would 1 be satisfied with living the same life over
day after day and year after year as most teachers do? I think ,L
should like to hitch my wagon to a higher star than that,
I should like to be some kind of artist. I don't know what kind
because our school has never given any art courses. Then* are hardly
any magazines or books in the library which pertain to different
kinds of art I would go to a college to learn about art but don't
know what colleges have the best; courses or the course I should like
most to major in. Where shall I find out about these things? Do I
have enough artistic ability for it to pay to go on with this work?
I don't know.114
Among the twenty thousand occupations there is work that,
on be done by individuals of every decree: of mental ability.
Able-bodied, feeble-minded women having a mental age of
one year can fetch and carry; those having a mental ago of
three years can do simple housework and work on the I'arm.
Adolescent boys with a menial age of five years have done
garden work, stable work, simple factory work, and cleaning
duties such as scrubbing floors. Girls of the same mental'
age have done domestic work, and have prepared vegetables,
followed a simple pattern in sewing and folded paper bags.
Physically mature boys of a mental age of six years are
engaged in farm work, dairy work, and laundry work* They
serve as unskilled laborers and assistants to skilled laborers.
Anyone physically and emotionally able with an intelligence
quotient above 50 can do unskilled labor. Mature girls of
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